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==================== JmsToolkit  is a small, easy to use, Java Swing-based GUI specially designed to help you  view queues on a JMS server, browse their contents, load and save queues with multiple messages and more. Basically this tool will offer you everything you need in order to manage a JMS server. So, take it for a spin to see how it works. In order to be able to use JmsToolkit, you will need to be able to use  WebSphere MQ or any
other JMS client that offers message retrieval features. We start by opening a connection to the server. Then, we can go ahead and load or create a queue. We can browse its contents, load or create a message. Once the message is saved, we can go ahead and send the message to the server. And you know, the list goes on. Well, and here is where JmsToolkit comes in. What You Need ============ Basically, to use JmsToolkit, you will need to be

able to use WebSphere MQ or any other JMS client that offers message retrieval features. In order to be able to use JmsToolkit, you will need to be able to use WebSphere MQ or any other JMS client that offers message retrieval features. In order to be able to use JmsToolkit, you will need to be able to use WebSphere MQ or any other JMS client that offers message retrieval features. Install ====== You will need to install JmsToolkit from the
link provided. You will need to install JmsToolkit from the link provided. The install of the Java run-time will be done through the main interface, just go ahead and click on the "Install" button on the main interface. After installing JmsToolkit, the default directory to put the bin directory is C:\Program Files\JmsToolkit\bin. Once installed, you can start using JmsToolkit right away. Features ======== JmsToolkit has several features: - Create

queues on the server - View queues on the server - Send messages to the server - Load messages on the server - Browse the messages on the server - Save messages on the server - Send messages to a JMS client - Load messages on a

JmsToolkit

------------ The KEYMACRO macro is a tool that allows you to encode and decode secure data. By default, KEYMACRO will generate the encoding and decoding key by using a random seed. However, for stronger security, you may decide to specify the random seed or key. Key encryption is used in cryptography to transform plain text into encrypted text. The plain text is called the key, the encrypted text is called the cipher text. A cipher is a
mathematical function which when applied to the plain text gives the encrypted text. The decryption or reverse transformation is then performed by applying the inverse function to the cipher text. To implement this transformation, we need a key which is the information to "decode" the cipher text back to plain text. The key encrypts the plain text in a reversible manner, but unfortunately the key is not entirely secret, because if you know the key
you can decrypt the cipher text into plain text and therefore "decrypt" the message. KEYMACRO is a cryptographic tool which generates a key for you by supplying a password and a random seed. Key  is used to encrypt and decrypt data by means of the Blowfish algorithm. KEYMACRO does not include support for additional hashing algorithms, since they are likely to change frequently and are therefore not suitable for generating a long-lived
key. Features: ---------- KEYMACRO supports key generation for Blowfish encryption, XOR, CAST, and DES encryption algorithms. The Blowfish algorithm provides the fastest encryption algorithm, but has a shorter key than other algorithms. KeyMACRO is capable of using generated keys or using a password to create a long-lived key. KeyMACRO currently supports 8 bytes (64 bits) of entropy (key) and should be adequate for general use.

You can specify the number of rounds of Blowfish encryption to use, and can generate Blowfish keys of any length. KeyMACRO is designed to be easy to use, so you don't need to understand the details of the algorithm used. KeyMACRO generates the initial key using a random seed. You can specify the seed to use and supply your own. If the random seed is provided, then the generated key will be reused. Version History: -----------------
Version:1.0 * Initial release. Version:1.0.2 * Add hash generation support. Version:1.0.3 * Add support for different salt for the key generation. Version: 1d6a3396d6
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Get a snapshot of your JMS servers queues, consumers and producers view messages of queues to know the status of the sender view message details (body and headers) to get more information browse and load/save queues with multiple messages receive messages by using a consumer use auto recovery on a JMS Session perform some operations on a JMS Session using a particular MessageListener Documentation: Getting Started Creating a
Queue Session Create a Queue Retrieving Messages from a Queue Retrieving Messages with Queue Mode Performing Actions on Queues Using Queue Mode Using a MessageConsumer Using a MessageListener Creating a Queue Session Creating a MessageListener Connection Pooling Requirements Java 6 or higher System Requirements Windows XP or later 2000/XP/Vista/Windows 7 (32/64 bit) Mac OS X 10.3 or later Java 6 or higher System
Requirements Windows XP or later 2000/XP/Vista/Windows 7 (32/64 bit) Mac OS X 10.3 or later Linux/UNIX x86_64/AMD64 Download JmsToolkit  is free for personal use. For more information and user manual, download the latest version. Other related links: Please feel free to use this tutorial as a base for your own software solutions. If you have questions or issues about this tutorial, feel free to contact me. Please also rate this tutorial.
Your comments are always welcome. A: The key to solving this question is to understand the difference between messaging and transactions. Messaging A message is a discrete unit of information that is sent between applications on a computer. The name of this type of communication is "messaging" because this is the messaging layer. Messaging is one of the two communication protocols in the JMS specification (the other is JTA) that allow
applications to communicate with each other in a reliable, queuing way. Transactions A transaction is a series of logical steps that make a computer-based system behave in a consistent and predictable way. The reason we need the concept of a transaction is because the application sending the message might encounter a system failure at any point. In such a case, the system needs to have a mechanism to ensure that the message is not lost

What's New In JmsToolkit?

Tl:DR : If you have a JMS server and want to manage it, just download JmsToolkit.  If you have a lot of messages on your server, the most time consuming operation will be the download of messages from the server. So, it will be great if you can reduce this time. JmsToolkit offers you an easy solution for this.  Just use the "Load Messages" button and the time of the server will be reduced by several magnitudes. JmsToolkit features: If you like
features, you have to download JmsToolkit.  It is not only a quick solution for managing JMS servers. See how easy and useful this tool is: You can add messages on a queue from the GUI.  The messages are saved as.json files to be opened later. So, just add messages to a queue, and then you can open.json files to see exactly how many messages are on the queue. You can easily compare messages between queues, messages, and queues. If you want
to see how many messages on a queue are older than a certain time, just click the "Compare Queries" button. This tool will show you how many messages are on a queue, and how many are newer than a certain time. These tools are very useful and you must have a GUI like this.  This is because you can see messages on a queue, and you can compare messages between queues. For these reasons, you will always be able to manage a JMS server, and
when you are done with managing it, you can quickly save it.  In fact, you can even save a lot of messages in order to reduce the server's time. JmsToolkit has a wide range of features, such as selecting queues, creating folders on queues, and more. We have not written a full description of JmsToolkit, and you will see some other screenshots of it.  Also, we have not written the instructions on how to use this tool. So, if you want to learn how to use
JmsToolkit, you will have to download it, take a look at the screenshots, and check the instructions. JmsToolkit Installation: JmsToolkit installation is easy.  Just download and extract the file. Now, you will have to run the executable.  It will display a wizard like the one below. Click on the "Next" button to run the tool. Wait for a few seconds and you will see the tool installed. Now, you will have to choose where you want to install it.
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System Requirements:

Minimum: OS: OSX 10.9.x or later, 64-bit Intel processor, 2GB RAM, 20GB free hard drive space. Compatible Video Drivers: Intel HD Graphics 3000 with Shader Model 5.1 Recommended: OS: OSX 10.10.x or later, 64-bit Intel processor, 4GB RAM, 30GB free hard drive space. Compatible Video Drivers: Intel HD Graphics 4000 with Shader Model 5.1 Mac Pro with Retina Display Graphics
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